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top rated Twelve films in two months is a busy schedule, even for a writer who has spent a lifetime
putting words on page and screen. Daring Delhi's finest detective Ms. The only question is whether
all this action is worth the stop at the local Chinese restaurant. The movie was the first of four
versions of The Bodyguard, this one featuring a much-moustached Kevin Costner as a CIA agent hot
on the trail of a mole in his department. Rob Schenck's smart script wasn't enough to hold the
interest of the multiplex audience, whose tastes have been inundated with similar formulaic fare
over the last few years. Notably, the script and direction of The Bodyguard feels like four separate
movies stuck together in a frenzy of cross-cutting. Although there are instances of nimble, comedic
interplay, these scenes are generally jarring, and the pace seems to have been guided more by
commerce than art. The result is a snappy, but decidedly hollow, action film. Kevin Costner's role is
so one-dimensional and cartoonish that it feels like a shoe-in for the. He's an agency official in some
unnamed, distant land who has loyally served for years, and whose spotty investigation of a
kidnapping plot culminates in an encounter with an assumed terrorist (Alec Baldwin, as well as Lyle
Lovett and Chris Tucker), who promptly shoots him for trying to kill him. One of his contacts at the
agency is similarly killed, and this prompts a massive suicide mission by Costner to thwart the
terrorist's plot to frame him for the kidnapping and assassinate him in a huge car explosion, while
Costner is seen fleeing in the car's trunk. Next thing you know, he shows up and offers his
protection to the kidnapped child (a much smaller but more vital character) as the other guy looks
on. His CIA service is then ritually ritually explored. The movie moves to the present, where Costner
is finally revealed as an egomaniacal fanatic who isn't particularly interested in his job, but still
seeks the limelight in the interest of protecting the helpless. Along the way, he meets the real
terrorists, and defeats them in a gunfight that seems to be going nowhere, until we learn that a killer
squad of soldiers was trailing him throughout. After also being informed that he was suspected of
being
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